The Meltzer-Richard hypothesis that more unequal income distribution will create a majority for more redistribution has generated much research, but little empirical support. The empirical literature has concentrated on cross-country studies and the size of the public sector, and the results broadly do not indicate more redistribution with more inequality. This analysis suggests that the hypothesis should be investigated in a more homogenous setting with comparable institutions and with an explicit decision about redistribution (here tax structure). New data on poll tax and property tax in decentralized government in Norway are exploited. We show how the multi-dimensional decision can be analyzed as majority rule assuming intermediate preferences.
Introduction
When the median voter has less income than the mean, the typical income distribution observed, the decisive median voter will apply income taxation for redistribution. This is the key insight of Meltzer and Richard (1981) . More uneven income distribution is associated with more redistribution, only held back by negative incentives to work and save. The setup assumes proportional income taxation ÿnancing lump sum government transfers. The theory is based on an earlier work on optimal redistributive taxation by Romer (1975) and Roberts (1977) , where the decisive voter chooses parameters of an income tax function. Cukierman and Meltzer (1991) continue this tradition and show conditions when marginal progressivity of the income tax is determined by the median voter. Meltzer and Richard (1983) started up the empirical tests of the hypothesis in an analysis of US time series data of government spending. They conclude that the spending level is negatively related to the ratio of median to mean income. Later the Meltzer-Richard model is basically interpreted as a theory of government size and tested on cross-country data, but with little support. Government spending is assumed to concentrate on redistribution, and the income distribution is understood as the major determinant of government size. It is hard to get away from the observation that many countries with equal income distribution have large government spending, notably the Scandinavians, while many countries with unequal income distribution have smaller public sectors, as in many developing countries. Perotti (1996) analyzes a broad dataset including the marginal tax rate and di erent expenditure components, and he concludes that there is little evidence of a negative association between equality and ÿscal variables. Bassett et al. (1999) reach the same conclusion with other deÿnitions of transfers and spending. Milanovic (2000) has a more direct measure of redistribution, the income gain of di erent income groups from factor income to disposable income. His estimates support the hypothesis that countries with greater inequality redistribute more, but are less supportive of the median voter hypothesis. The spread of the income distribution, among the poor and among the middle class, is the background concern. Alesina and Rodrik (1994) and Persson and Tabellini (1994) develop the redistribution model in a dynamic context and extend the empirical cross-country analyzes to economic growth. This approach implies two links, from income distribution to distortions with redistribution, and from distortions to economic growth. Again the evidence is mixed, and the link via distortions like taxation is not documented. Saint Paul and Verdier (1996) review some critical arguments.
The lack of strong evidence in favor of the Meltzer-Richard hypothesis has motivated the development of theoretical models with the opposite prediction, i.e. that more inequality leads to less redistribution. Persson (1995) and Benabou (2000) emphasize that redistribution may improve welfare and economic performance, in which case less inequality may increase the popular support for redistribution. Sinn (1996) questions whether the causality runs from inequality to redistribution or the other way around. The argument is that redistributive programs involve social insurance that stimulates risk taking and moral hazard e ects, which increases the pre-tax inequalities.
The Meltzer-Richard hypothesis may stand a better chance in more homogenous political systems, and with a sharper focus on redistributive instruments. Decentralized government is a potentially interesting source of information about politics and distribution. Alesina et al. (2000) exploit this type of data in a recent study of US cities, and ÿnd a positive relationship between inequality and public employment. On the other hand, Rodriguez (1999) ÿnd no association between distributional skewness and welfare spending in the US States. It seems to us productive to get back to the relationship between income distribution and taxation as a basis of evaluating redistributive politics and to bring in evidence about the tax structure to investigate the hypothesis. Chernick and Reschovsky (1996) measure the degree of progressivity of the state tax burdens. Income inequality comes out as an important explanation of progressivity, and the result is seen as consistent with an interest group model of tax choice. The problem with the political economy models is that the decision making is a black box. Slemrod and Bakija (2000) argue that optimal taxation theory predicts that growing inequality should increase progressivity, but notice the failure to identify such e ects in the recent US experience of increased inequality.
Our empirical analysis addresses the role of the income distribution for the choice of tax structure in local governments in Norway. The 434 local governments are comparable political institutions based on elections to the local council, and their main revenue decision is the choice between user charges and property taxes. New data on residential property taxes and housing-related utility charges per standardized households in each municipality allow for this test of Meltzer-Richard. Utility charges per standardized household are hereafter denoted as poll tax. Our understanding is that the broad income distribution in the communities is not much a ected by the local revenue decision, but our econometric analysis addresses this potential endogeneity.
The multi-dimensionality issue has been a challenge to the modeling of the political decisions in this area. Goodspeed (1998) develops a majority rule voting model for the relationship between state income taxes and local property taxes in the US. Income distribution is important for the tax structure since the distribution of the income tax base is di erent from the distribution of the property tax base. His model allows a unidimensional decision since the two taxes are decided at di erent political levels. Inman (1979) solves his multi-dimensionality problem in a study of 41 US cities by assuming a two-step process. First the aggregate tax level is determined in an expenditure demand model, then the tax structure decision (property tax share of total taxes) is an allocation of the total taxes. We take beneÿt of restrictions on the preferences that imply that the two revenue instruments and government spending can be understood as unidimensional. This condition of intermediate preferences is due to Grandmont (1978) and is discussed by Persson and Tabellini (2000) . The intuition here is that the con ict of interest is along the same dimension and follows the income distribution.
Section 2 outlines a theoretical framework of the relationship between income distribution and tax structure investigated. The conditions for unidimensionality and majority voting outcome are shown. Section 3 presents the empirical and institutional background of the empirical analysis, and the data and the econometric approach are discussed in Section 4. Estimation results for the e ect of income distribution on tax structure are presented in Section 5, with alternative formulations to check for robustness and including instrument variables to handle endogeneity. Section 6 addresses the broader determinants of tax structure. Concluding remarks are o ered in Section 7.
Theoretical framework: Income distribution and tax structure
As the basis of our empirical analysis, the model below gives a stylized description of local governments choosing between poll tax and property tax to ÿnance local public services at the margin. The choice of revenue instruments is understood as the outcome of majority voting in a setting where income distribution is important. The model clariÿes under what conditions the decision about tax structure can be analyzed as unidimensional and generates hypotheses for empirical testing. The design conforms to the literature (as in Alesina and Rodrik, 1994) in having a distortionary tax (property taxation) and assuming per capita spending. The model considers non-redistributive spending programs that have the same impact on all voters.
1 To simplify the model we assume away mobility, although mobility issues are discussed in the empirical part, and the property tax is linked to a simple housing market.
The community comprises N voters with identical Cobb-Douglas utility functions:
The utility function includes private consumption (c), housing (h) and per capita provision of local public services (g). The individual voter chooses a mix of private consumption and housing by solving the following maximization problem:
The voters have di erent exogenous income (y i ) that ÿnances private consumption, housing and the poll tax (f). The market prices of private consumption and housing are normalized to unity, and the gross price of housing is 1 + t where t is the property tax rate. Housing supply is perfectly elastic. The individual optimization problem leads to familiar demand functions for private consumption and housing:
By plugging the demand functions into the utility function, we arrive at the following indirect utility function:
The property tax rate, the poll tax, and the provision of local public services are determined by political decision-making. The political choice set is restricted by the local government budget constraint as
The unit cost of local public services is normalized to unity, and h is average housing demand and l per capita grants from the central government. By inserting the budget constraint, we can write the indirect utility function with only t and f as policy instruments, and the local policy choice comes out as two dimensional:
It is well known from the public choice literature that a majority rule equilibrium may not exist when the policy space has more than one dimension. The decision-making process may su er from a cycling problem where any allocation can be beaten by another proposal. However, a majority rule equilibrium can be obtained by imposing restrictions on preferences or institutions. One class of restrictions on preferences is the so-called intermediate preferences, which can be considered as a generalization of single crossing to multidimensional policies. The idea is that voter heterogeneity is limited and can be projected on a single dimension where voters can be ordered by their type. In our case the redistributive con ict is related to income variation. Following Persson and Tabellini (2000, p. 25) , the condition for intermediate preferences is that the indirect utility function can be written as
where K(y i ) is monotonic in y i , and J (f; t) and H (f; t) are common to all voters. It is easy to verify that the indirect utility function given by Eq. (6) can be written on this form with J (f;
The political equilibrium is the policy preferred by the voter with median income, and is characterized by
where subscript m denotes the voter with median income. The equilibrium property tax rate and poll tax are determined by median income, mean income and central government grants. In the benchmark case where median income equals mean income it is easy to verify that the solution implies a zero property tax rate and public goods ÿnanced by poll tax only. With a typical right-skewed income distribution the property tax rate will be positive. The e ect of more equal distribution can be found by investigating the impact of higher median income (keeping mean income constant). As shown in Appendix A, higher median income has the following impact on the policy choice:
It appears that higher median income (keeping mean income constant) will change both the tax structure and the level of local government spending. The change in tax structure re ects that a relatively richer median voter prefers less redistribution, and less redistribution is achieved by shifting the ÿnancing from the redistributive property tax to the poll tax. The increase in the poll tax exceeds the reduction in property tax revenue, which implies that provision of local public services increases. This e ect is driven by the positive income elasticity for local public services. Mean income has the opposite e ect of median income on the two revenue instruments. An increase in mean income (keeping median income constant) leads to a more unequal income distribution and shifts the tax structure from the poll tax to the redistributive property tax. As median income, mean income has a positive e ect on the provision of local public services. When grants are raised, the model predicts a revenue substitution e ect in the sense that less revenue is collected locally. The e ect on tax structure is ambiguous since we cannot tell which of the two local revenue instruments that will be reduced most. Moreover, grants have a positive e ect on service provision. That is, the reduction in locally collected revenues following an increase in grants is less than the grant increase.
It should be noticed that the impact of income distribution on tax structure is more robust to the assumption of non-redistributive spending programs than the impact on provision of local public services. If spending programs are redistributive, a richer median voter (relative to the mean) might prefer a lower level of spending. However, he will still prefer a change in the tax structure towards the poll tax. The econometric analysis concentrates on the impact of income distribution and tax structure, but we will also report results for the impact on the sum of property tax and poll tax.
Data on tax structure
Decentralized government allows empirical analysis of comparable political institutions in uencing the tax structure. In the Norwegian case, local governments can choose between poll tax and property taxation of about 10% of their revenue. The analysis of poll tax and residential property taxes covers most of the marginal revenue of the local governments in this otherwise centralized system of ÿnancing (grants and regulated taxes).
The property tax, which generates about 2% of local government revenue, is limited to urban areas and certain facilities (notably power stations), and is not available to all local governments. Residential property tax can only be levied in urban areas and local governments that levy property tax on power stations do not need to tax residential property. In practice, around 200 of the 434 local governments have property tax, and of these only one third have residential property tax. The local governments can choose property tax rate within a narrow band (0.2-0.7%), but most of the local governments with property tax apply the maximum rate. Because of the large variation in assessment practice and the amount that can be deducted from the assessed value, there is more variation in the e ective tax rates than in the formal rates. In this study we concentrate on the residential part of the property tax. Property tax revenue related to power stations and other related facilities are not included.
The poll tax, as deÿned in this study, consists of housing related utility charges, or more precisely charges for water supply, discharge of sewage, garbage collection and chimney sweep. The poll tax amounts to nearly 50% of total user charges or 8% of local government revenue. The market for utilities can be characterized as a local government monopoly where the use of the service is compulsory. The poll tax is limited by central government regulations, and cannot exceed total production costs.
In the empirical analysis we take advantage of a new dataset on property tax and poll tax for all 434 local governments in the years 1996 -1998. 2 Among the 70 municipalities with residential property taxation, the average tax in 1996 is NOK 1300 (USD 150) per standardized house, varying from NOK 450 to nearly 3000. Roughly half of them have property tax revenue between NOK 1000 and 1600. Among all 434 local governments, the average poll tax is NOK 5800 (USD 670), varying from NOK 2400 to nearly 13 000. About 50% of the local governments have poll tax between NOK 5000 and 7000.
Since we concentrate on the mix between poll tax and property tax, the tax structure is described by the property tax share of the sum of poll tax and property tax. Local governments with residential property tax have an average property tax share of 18%. The tax structure is of interest since this share varies from 5% to 37%, and half of them have a property tax share between 14% and 22%. In the raw data there is no evidence of tax substitution where local governments with property tax have lower poll tax than local governments without property tax. Rather the di erence goes in the opposite direction. During the period 1996 -1998, the poll tax of an average local government with property tax were 1-5% higher than the sample average for local governments without property tax. This ÿnding may re ect that other factors, like central government grants, a ect the poll tax and the property tax in the same direction.
A key aspect of the theoretical model laid out in Section 2 is that the property tax is redistributive. The distributional consequences of the property tax have been investigated by a government commission that in 1996 proposed a new Property Tax Act (NOU 1996: 20) . They concluded that the property tax is roughly proportional to household income. Their ÿnding ÿts our assumption of a redistributive property tax. The literature on property taxation is concerned with the owner/renter divide and tax exporting. Ownership is the dominating form of housing in Norway, and the renting market is not expected to be important for this analysis. Tax exporting may a ect property taxation related to summerhouses and business property. The tax is measured per standardized house and should capture most of the residential population. Property taxation of summerhouses is negligible because most of them are outside the urban areas where property tax can be applied. It would have been of interest to correct for share of business property involved, but such data are not available.
Econometric speciÿcation
The econometric design primarily relates income distribution to tax structure. When the income distribution is log-normal, the standard assumption, increased gap between 2 The dataset is collected by Norsk Familie konomi (Norwegian Household Finances). Since 1996 the association has collected yearly data on property taxes and user charges in all local governments. The data are standardized and therefore comparable across the country. The local governments are asked to state the property tax for a standard house of 200 m 2 and a market value of NOK 750 000 (about USD 85 000). Property tax revenue is only registered when property tax is levied on more than half of the residential property. The poll tax is calculated as user charges for a household with water consumption of 200 m 3 per year, the weekly collection of a 'regular' garbage can, and yearly cleaning of one chimney. median to mean income re ects increased mean-preserving spread. This ratio of median to mean income (y m =y) is applied as measure of the skewness of the distribution. The average median to mean ratio is 0.83.
3
It is well known that increased variance with constant mean will not necessarily reduce the ratio of the median to the mean when the distribution is not log-normal. This is an argument for looking at alternative measures of the income distribution, and the gap between the 75% and 25% fractiles also is investigated. The high voter participation in Norway (in the area of 60 -70% in local elections) reduces the problem of representativeness of the voters, but voting also is an argument for investigating the robustness of the measure used for income distribution.
The empirical analysis is based on the following benchmark econometric model using an unbalanced panel of 1176 observations:
where the dependent variable (DEP) represents the three measures of taxation included: Poll tax per standard house, property tax per standard house, and property tax share. The subscript it denotes community i in year t.
The key prediction from the theoretical model is that median to mean income will have a positive sign in the poll tax equation and a negative sign in the property tax and the property tax share equations. The coe cient of mean income ( y) re ects the impact of a proportional increase in median and mean income. Since median and mean incomes are predicted to have opposite e ects on the two revenue instruments, the expected sign is ambiguous. 4 Exogenous revenue (l) typically has a revenue substitution e ect, and thereby a negative sign in the poll tax equation and the property tax equation. Exogenous revenue includes lump-sum grants and regulated income and wealth taxes.
Our broad understanding is that the level of private income and the income distribution in each community is determined by background factors such as industrial structure and urbanization, and that the limited tax discretion does not have much impact. Mobility in Norway is low. The potential endogeneity problem is addressed by using instrument variables. As instruments we have used the industrial structure back 3 When all local governments are included, the ratio of median to mean income varies from 0.43 to 1.06. The analysis applies the 90% of the observations in the interval [0.75, 0.90], assuming that most of the observations outside the interval re ect measurement error. Many of these have large uctuations in median to mean income from one year to another. According to the database, 125 local governments levied property tax on more than half of residential property in 1996. The corresponding ÿgures for the two later years are 66 (1997) and 59 (1998). The discrepancy probably re ects that many local governments in the ÿrst year of data collection reported the existence of property taxation. We have chosen to modify the property tax data for 1996 in the following way: If the local government reported a positive property tax in 1996 and zero property tax in 1997 and 1998, the property tax is set to zero also for 1996. This leaves us with 71 observations with a positive property tax in 1996.
4 It should be noticed that ym=y and y are based on slightly di erent measures of income due to data limitations. Whereas y is based on disposable income net of income and wealth taxes to local, county and central government (our preferred income measure), ym=y is based on before tax income (net of deductions). However, both measures are appropriate in the sense that they are pre-poll tax and pre-property tax.
in 1990 and median-to-mean income in [1988] [1989] [1990] . Di erences in industrial structure represent di erences in wage structure and proÿts, the main sources of variation in income distribution.
Measures of mobility are included as controls. Mobility is measured by in-(CO IN ) and out-(CO OUT ) commuting, the fraction of employees working in the community that lives in another community and the fraction of employees living in the community that works in another community, respectively. There is a large body of literature, both theoretical and empirical, on the relationships between redistribution and mobility. The theoretical literature (e.g. Brown and Oates, 1987) has emphasized whether decentralized responsibility for welfare and redistribution will lead to a 'race to the bottom'. The empirical literature has investigated whether generous welfare programs attract low-income households and whether governments respond to such migration by reducing the amount of redistribution, see Wheaton (2000) for a recent contribution. Our variables capture possible e ects of tax competition and tax exporting.
Previous studies of the Scandinavian countries show that ideological orientation of the voters a ects ÿscal variables including taxation. Ideology can be seen as a background preference variable varying between communities and that may in uence the tax structure independent of the income distribution. The share of elected socialist representatives in the local council (SOC) represents ideology. Since the income distribution and ideological orientation can be correlated, we report results with and without the socialist variable.
Two additional types of control variables are included. The ÿrst set of controls is the population size (POP) and the share of the population living in rural areas (RURAL). They capture background factors that may in uence the cost of utilities and the determination of the property tax (restricted to urban areas). The second set takes into account that local services are oriented towards speciÿc age groups of the population, notably schooling and care for the elderly, and that demographic factors tend to be important for service demand. The demographic controls are the fraction of the population below 7 years of age (CH), the fraction of the population between 7 and 15 years of age (YO), and the fraction of the population 80 years and above (EL). Sample averages and standard deviations of the variables are reported in Table 4 .
Although we have a panel, the analysis basically investigates variables with substantial cross-section variation, but very limited time-series variation. The political variables and the share of the population living in rural areas have no time series variation at all, as they are based on election data for 1995 and national census data from 1990, respectively. In order to utilize the cross-section variation in the data, we start out by estimating the models without any community speciÿc e ects. Time dummies ( t ) are included to capture the impact of shocks that are common to all local government. To check for robustness, we also estimate the model year by year. The poll tax equation is estimated by OLS, whereas the TOBIT method is used to estimate the property tax and property tax share equations where around 85% of the observations equal zero. We also check whether the results are robust to the inclusion of random community speciÿc e ects.
Estimated e ect of income distribution on tax structure
The Meltzer-Richard hypothesis implies that income distribution in uences taxation and redistribution. We assume that the tax structure is the key instrument of redistributive politics, and the income distribution is expected to in uence the tax structure via the median voter. More equal income distribution motivates less redistribution by shifting the ÿnancing from property taxes to poll tax. The estimates of the basic model A, shown in Table 1 , are consistent with this hypothesis. The ratio of median-to-mean income is positive and signiÿcant in the poll tax equation, and negative and signiÿcant in the property tax and the property tax share equations. An increase in the ratio of median to mean income by 10%-points (say an increase in the ratio of median to mean from 0.80 to 0.90) increases the poll tax by more than NOK 500 (USD55) per standardized house or 9%, and reduces the property tax revenue by more than NOK 800 (USD 90) or 64%. The calculations are based on an average community with residential property tax. The tax structure is shifted so that the property tax share is reduced by nearly 12%-points.
While the results support the Meltzer-Richard hypothesis regarding the tax structure, they do not imply that government size will increase with increased median income relative to the mean. The estimates of the basic model indicate that an increase in the ratio of median to mean income by 10%-points will reduce the sum of poll tax and property tax by NOK 320.
5 This result is in con ict with the underlying theoretical model assuming non-redistributive public spending, but, as discussed in Section 2, it may re ect that spending programs are redistributive. We have run an OLS regression with the sum of poll tax and property tax as dependent variable (not reported), and with this speciÿcation we reach the opposite conclusion, i.e. the ratio of median to mean income comes out with a signiÿcantly positive coe cient. However, this estimate may be misleading since it is likely to underestimate the impact on the property tax. Our data do not o er concluding evidence regarding the relationship between income distribution and government size.
The main variation in our sample is of cross-sectional character, and it can be argued that the pooled regressions in Table 1 hide weak relationships. This is investigated by separate year-by-year regressions of the basic model reported in Table 5 . Basically, both the size of the coe cients and the statistical signiÿcances survive when we look at each year separate.
The ideology variable, measured by the share of socialists in the local council, contributes to a higher tax level and also a relative shift towards property taxation. The estimates indicate that an increase in the share of socialists by 10%-points will increase the poll tax by NOK 80 or about 1-2%, the property tax by NOK 340 or 20%, and the sum of the two by NOK 420 or 6 -7%. As the property tax is relatively more responsive than the poll tax, the property tax share increases by close to 5%-points. Our interpretation is that socialists see property taxation as an attractive instrument of redistribution. Pettersson (2001) has shown using Swedish data that ideology in uences ÿscal policy independent of income variables. As shown in model B in Table 1 , the e ect of income distribution on tax structure is not much a ected by excluding the socialist variable. Given our result, it is hard to argue that the ideology factor creates a bias in the e ect of income distribution, since the e ect on the property tax is even larger when the socialist variable is included (model A). Another source of possible bias is the role of mobility, and the variables measuring in-and out-commuting are excluded in model C in Table 1 . Again the e ect of income distribution on tax structure is not much a ected by the exclusion. The main e ect of out-commuting is to shift the tax structure away from the redistributive property tax. This is in accordance with the ÿscal competition literature, including the analysis of Carlsen et al. (2001) using Norwegian data. The e ect on total taxes is rather small.
We argued above that the ratio of the median to the mean is not necessarily a good measure of the skewness of the income distribution when the distribution is not log-normal or when voter participation is associated with income levels. In model D in Table 1 we investigate an alternative measure of income distribution, the interquartile range (the distance between the 75% and 25% fractiles) relative to the mean. The estimates conÿrm the results obtained with median to mean as a measure of income distribution. More unequal income distribution (a larger interquartile range) reduces the poll tax and increases the property tax, although only the coe cient of the poll tax is statistically signiÿcant.
The main econometric challenge of the analysis is to handle the potential endogeneity of the income distribution. The limited mobility in Norway and the marginal importance of the tax decision investigated reduce the problem, but migration response to ÿscal variables may imply that the level of private income and the income distribution adjusts to the tax structure. In Table 2 , the level of private income and the income distribution is instrumented by the industrial structure in 1990 and the median to mean income in 1988-1990, about 6 -8 years before the data of the analysis. 6 The choice of instrument is based on the assumption that the industrial structure is important for the income distribution, but not for the choice of taxes and the tax structure. It appears that the instrumented e ects of income distribution on tax structure have the expected signs and are statistically signiÿcant. The quantitative e ects of income distribution on poll tax and property taxation are larger than in the basic model.
Residential property taxation is not available to all local governments since the property tax is restricted to urban areas. When no residential property tax is observed, the local government has been restricted from having property tax because it has no deÿned urban area or has chosen not to introduce it. In the estimations reported above all local governments without residential property tax are treated equally. In an attempt to check the distinction between the two choices and the restriction, we have applied population size as a proxy to exclude small local governments without urban areas. This approximation is necessary since there is no clear-cut rule that determines whether a local government can levy residential property tax or not. In the end the issue is settled by the courts. Residential property tax is observed in less than 1% of local governments with population size below 2000 and for only 5% of those with 2000 -4000 inhabitants. The proportion with residential property tax jumps to 15% for local governments with 4000 -5000 inhabitants. Table 3 shows the results when the basic equation is estimated for local governments with population size above 2000 and 4000, respectively. It appears that the impacts of income distribution are very robust to the exclusion of local governments that cannot use residential property tax. Median to mean income is still positive and signiÿcant in the poll tax equation and negative and signiÿcant in the property tax equations. The quantitative e ects are similar to those obtained on the full sample in Table 1 . Most other results are also robust to the exclusion of small local governments. The only exception is that exogenous revenue has no signiÿcant impact on the property tax when the sample is restricted to local governments with more than 4000 inhabitants.
Another concern is the background role of the housing market. If the housing values are very di erent among the local governments, the conditions for property taxation di er. Our understanding is that the larger cities may have housing markets and prices di erent from the rest and this may disturb our results. This is investigated in the ÿnal columns of Table 3 by excluding the 10 largest cities. Again the e ect of income distribution on tax structure survives, and the quantitative e ects are quite similar to the basic model. Finally, we reestimate the equations of the basic model in Table 1 by including community speciÿc e ects. Because of the short-time period covered, we cannot rely on ÿxed e ects that only make use of the time series variation in the data. We apply the random e ects method that includes some of the cross-section variation and assumes that the community speciÿc e ects are uncorrelated with the explanatory variables. The results are reported in Table 6 , and it appears that the impact of income distribution is robust to this modiÿcation of the empirical model. Median-to-mean income is still signiÿcant with the expected signs, but the quantitative e ects are somewhat reduced in the poll tax equation and the property tax equation. The quantitative e ect on the property tax share is roughly the same as in Table 1 .
Interpretation of the broader determinants of tax structure
The estimated model o ers insights into the economics and politics of local taxation. The interpretations below concentrate on the basic model A of Table 1 . Increased private income level raises the poll tax and reduces the property tax, and leads to a signiÿcant shift in the tax structure away from property taxes. The impact of a 10% increase in private income is to increase the poll tax by 1% and to reduce the property tax by about 25%.
7 Total taxes will be reduced by 3% and the property tax share is reduced by nearly 4% points. The result is in con ict with other empirical evidence that private income contributes to higher tax levels, as in Goodspeed (1998) . On the other hand, Inman (1989) ÿnds that higher income level may reduce the demand for city services as well as discourage redistributive services.
There is strong evidence of revenue substitution in the sense that local governments respond to higher exogenous revenue (lump-sum grants and regulated taxes) by reducing both the poll tax and the property tax. The relative reduction is largest for the property tax, and consequently the tax structure is shifted from property tax to poll tax. An increase in l by NOK 2000 per capita (roughly 10% of the average) reduces the poll tax by NOK 90 per standardized house and the property tax by NOK 300. The sum of the poll tax and the property tax is reduced by about 3%, and the property tax share is reduced by 4% points.
The evidence of revenue substitution is consistent with the recent Norwegian study of Borge (2000) who uses a di erent data set for the poll tax. On the other hand, a selected review of the voluminous US literature indicates that the results are rather mixed. Inman (1979) estimates a positive (but insigniÿcant) relationship between total tax revenue and grants in an analysis of the 41 largest cities. In an extended and updated analysis (Inman, 1989) he concludes that exogenous revenue (lump-sum grants and regulated income and sales taxes less of exogenous interest payments) has a negative impact on user charges and property tax, but only for the property tax is the e ect statistically signiÿcant. Holtz-Eakin and Rosen (1990) ÿnd that grants have a positive (but insigniÿcant e ect) on the property tax rate in a sample of municipal governments. Stine (1994) and Goodspeed (1998) report that increases in grants are associated with lower property tax revenue. The estimates of Skidmore (1999) show that grants have a signiÿcant positive e ect on local own-source revenues and an insigniÿcant e ect on property taxes. Apparently, there is some need for more concluding evidence on the revenue substitution in the US.
Taken together the impacts of exogenous revenue and private income point towards a substantial ypaper e ect. Whereas most of a grant increase is re ected in higher spending, we are not able to document that increased private income has a positive e ect on spending. If we assume 2:5 persons per household, the point estimates of the basic model predict that an increase in grants by NOK 1000 per capita will increase per capita spending by NOK 920. An equal increase in private disposable income is predicted to reduce per capita spending by NOK 36. The result adds to the international evidence of ypaper e ect as summarized by Oates (1999) .
Controls are introduced to take into account cost factors in utilities production and the limitations imposed on property taxation. Communities where a large share of the population resides in rural areas rely less on property tax compared to other communities. These ÿndings probably re ect that the revenue potential of the property tax is small in rural areas. Since the coe cient in the poll tax equation is economically and statistically insigniÿcant, the sum of property tax and poll tax tend to be low in communities where a large share of the population resides in rural areas. If the share of the population living in rural areas increases by 10% points, the property tax is reduced by more than 25%, the sum of property taxes and poll tax will be reduced by about 10%, and the property tax share will be reduced by 5% points. Population size does not come out as an important cost factor. Borge and RattsH (1995) show how age groups compete for services. The results here imply that large age groups in the relevant ages (children, young and old) do not drive up the tax level. On the contrary, large shares of the population in the age groups in question seem to contribute to lower tax level, and in particular to lower poll tax. A possible explanation is that increased demand for welfare services directed towards the young and the elderly imposes ÿnancial pressure on utility services. This may reduce the production and costs of utility services and thereby the poll tax. Borge and RattsH (2000) document that the share of elderly has a negative e ect on the unit cost in the utility sector.
Concluding remarks
The tax structure is important for the income distribution and therefore a key playground for redistributive politics. The starting point of the paper is the Meltzer-Richard hypothesis that more unequal income distribution will create a majority for more redistribution. While the empirical literature investigating the hypothesis has concentrated on the size of the public sector, this analysis exploits data about the tax structure in decentralized government in Norway. The choice of revenue instruments studied involves poll and property tax. The approach is in the tradition of majority rule, and we show how the local government decisions regarding tax structure and spending level can be understood as one dimensional. This motivates the empirical analysis where the actual income distribution is measured by the ratio of median to mean income. The estimated model supports the understanding that more equal income distribution implies a shift in the tax burden from property taxes to poll tax and thereby gives less redistribution. We conclude that the tax structure is responsive to income distribution. More unequal distribution allows the majority to avoid the poll tax and shift the tax burden towards a property tax that is proportional to income. The ratio of median to mean income, based on be-0.827 fore tax income net of deductions (0.034) for all taxpayer The interquartile range (y 0:75 − y 0:50 )=y
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Appendix B. Documentation of the variables
Data description and descriptive statistics are shown in Table 4 .
Appendix C. Year-by-year regressions and random e ects estimates
Year-by-year regressions are shown in Table 5 , and random e ects estimates are shown in Table 6 .
